The polemics of the surface have kept two generations of critics busy, beginning with Post-IVIodernism's jubilant experiments in semiotics and later continuing with the infatuation with surface effects. Theories of the surface have indeed been treated extensively and may very well be the most significant contribution to recent architectural criticism.
Thresholds' focus on fashion in this issue is the latest-and hopefully not the last-contribution to the debate. However, judging from Zaha Hadid's comment regarding Office dA's PA award-winning Weston House ( Figure   2 , 3), it would seem that the proverbial pendulum of history has gone full swing, and that the surface is again suspect:
It's a prop, the skin is like a temporary structure. And this is precisely why the design is an offense to modernist orthodoxy: because it allows the supplement to overwhelm the structure and make reality a function of appearance. Far from being disposable, the new cladding represents the very essence of this house.
Office dA may have designed only a "dress," to use Hadid's term, but this dress substantiates the clothed body; there is no body, no architecture independent of the dress.
To invest so much in the superficial accessory, to give it a structural role in defining architectural character and identity, and therefore suggest that architecture is, in a major way, a function of cladding is typical of Office dA's work but also characteristic of a wide range of contemporary practices.
The distinguishing factor in Office dA's work is the investigation of the surface as a primary field of construction: building as a function of cladding.
A clear example of this is the Casa La Roca whose brick facade becomes curtain-like as the running bond pattern is stretched to create a screen ( Figure 2 ). In this capacity. Office dA is more in tune with Gottfried Semper's theories than Venturi's. The surface is not applied to a pre-existing solid wall as a symbolic or linguistic veneer. It is understood and designed as a constitutive spatial element as much as a vehicle to architectural and cultural signification. For Office dA, both space and language are an effect of surface construc- 51 is unabashedly sartorial: thin-ply wood, rubber, and steel mesh are deployed in the gallery using compositional and manufacturing techniques that are transposed as literally as possible from apparel design.
The Team Thin-Ply installation was designed in collaboration between Kristen Giannattasion, Heather Walls, and Nader Tehrani (Frontispiece, Figures 4-6) . The installation is a complex and ostensibly malleable surface performing as column revetment, vault, and canopy. It is made of digitally customized wood components assembled with consistent joinerya synthesis akin to techniques of standardized tailoring that the fashion industry perfected decades ago. Despite its wooden material and quasi-rigid structure, the architecture has a fabric-like quality. It is due to flexible, yet stable seams that it will accommodate a variety of uses and situations: this wooden architecture can be erected, hung, draped, or suspended in infinitely varied configu-rations and with only minor adjustments to suit different spaces and objects. It is a vestment in a most literal sense.
This installation radicalizes the latent proposition of the Weston House: the entire structure is a dress. The dress is self-supporting; it is independent of the scaffolding body. The body, rather than the dress, may here be "disposable," the core collapsed into the supplement.
If the Thin-Ply installation recalls Paco Rabane's staple metal dresses of the seventies, then its counterpart, the Team Rubber installation (Figure 10 ) developed with Richard Lee and John May, is similar to lingerie.
Besides the blatantly erotic connotations of curvaceous rubber casts and rebars in the shape of bra-straps, the piece is lingerie-like in its suggestive see-through quality, embedding, yet revealing, reinforcing rebars that are customarily hidden from view. The lingerie-like effect is also due to the distillation of the architecture/vestment to an essential interplay of shaping and buttressing surfaces, which lays bare the device of clothing.
Both installations explore and translate spatial, structural, and constructional techniques that have been developed and refined in apparel design, a field that is by definition predicated on the artful fabrication of surface.
They make an ingenious use of old and proven sartorial tricks, which for centuries have made structural and sculptural wonders out of simple fabric as much as out of cutting-edge materials and manufacturing processes.
The garment industry, in which customization and nimel-Klwury
